
ML4CC: Lecture 9

Sit with your new discussion groups!



Assignments reminder

Keep doing your PMIRO+Q 

Your project assignment is due April 4th by 8am.



Summary of last paper

P - Want to know what climate change content in a tweet makes it engaging

M - Use an LLM plus topic clustering to get a tweet’s topic and use that (plus 
metadata) to predict which of two tweets is more engaging

I - predicting engagement specifically for climate topics

R - the model performs above chance and on par with a human

O - Is this a good metric of engagement? Would writing tweets based on these 
topics actually help?



Climate Change in the News



Paper 7 Discussion 



Attendance 

Select one person from the group to go to this Google Doc and write down the 
names of all people present in the group (remember to mark who took 
attendance!). If someone is virtual, mark it with a V.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PKhw9E2lJpAnFrFO88DOc2rscZFVlcIv47Q
Na5h1sGs/edit?usp=sharing (link is in Brightspace under Syllabus content) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PKhw9E2lJpAnFrFO88DOc2rscZFVlcIv47QNa5h1sGs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PKhw9E2lJpAnFrFO88DOc2rscZFVlcIv47QNa5h1sGs/edit?usp=sharing


Discussion Question 1

Did you do anything fun over spring break?



Discussion Question 2

What is the “intended basket”? What does it represent and how is it represented 
mathematically? Why is it called “intended”?



Intended Basket

Example of a real set of items that were purchased from a household in a week, 
according to the dataset. Called “intended” here because we are using it as the 
starting point for our recommendations. 

A vector with 132 entries, corresponding to the number of each item purchased

...0 3 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1...
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Discussion Question 3

Explain what table 2 is showing in your own words



The multiple objectives

This table shows all the things we are trying to optimize our recommendation for 



The multiple objectives

This table shows all the things we are trying to optimize our recommendation for 

Whether we want 
to minimize, 
maximize, or 
preserve (i.e. not 
change) this 
value



The multiple objectives

This table shows all the things we are trying to optimize our recommendation for 

The cosine similarity 
simply encourages the 
model to make as few 
changes as possible 
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Discussion Question 4

Explain why the intended basket is one solution that minimizes Eqn 5. Why are we 
aiming to minimize Eqn 5 when Table 2 says features 3-5 should be preserved? 

 



To preserve we must minimize change

Equation 2 
describes the 
ratio between 
nutrients in two 
baskets. If this is 
1, the baskets 
have identical 
nutrients and the 
loss term in Eqn 
5 is zero 



Discussion Question 5

Explain this definition of “dominated” in your own terms



Dominated solutions

To dominate another solution, you must be better on at least one dimension while 
being worse on none.  

Ground beef dominates 
Filet Mignon but not 
ground turkey (because 
it is worse on cost)



Discussion Question 6

What is a reference point in RNSGA-II? What problem does having a reference 
point solve?



Selecting the best solutions

Problem: The “front” of non-dominated solutions is still going to include some not 
very good solutions

Reference point



Discussion Question 7

Do the three methods tested here tend to find the same recommended baskets? 
How do you know?



Different methods find different solutions

If you put the best solutions from all 
three methods together (represented 
by different colors) they all contribute 
to the non-dominated front:
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Different methods find different solutions
Different methods achieve different values for the different objective terms



Discussion Question 8

Share what questions you wrote in your PMIRO+Q and decide as a group what 
you’d like to ask. 



Update your PMIRO+Q

Submit a second file to the Brightspace assignment (don’t overwrite the original):

It should:

Update your PMIRO as needed

Answer your own Q

You can be talking with your group during this! 



15 min break



Lecture

Climate Content: Transportation

Machine Learning: Reinforcement learning



Transportation emissions make up 16% of global total



Breakdown of U.S. transport emissions

U.S. carbon emissions from transportation, 
2005 (Source: EIA, 2007b).

The largest sector contributing to 
transportation emissions is personal car use. 

Aviation is the worst per distance emitter. 



Breakdown of global transport emissions over time

“Average annual greenhouse gas emissions growth 
between 2010 and 2019 slowed compared to the previous 
decade in energy supply (from 2.3% to 1.0%) and industry 
(from 3.4% to 1.4%), but remained roughly constant at 
about 2% per year in the transport sector.” -IPCC



Transport emissions by country

The US is the biggest transportation emitter

Greenhouse gas emissions of the 
transportation sector worldwide in 2021, by 

select country (in million metric tons of 
carbon dioxide equivalent)

Worldwide; European Commission; 
EDGAR/JRC; Expert(s) (Crippa et al.); 2021



How are transportation emissions calculated?



How are transportation emissions calculated?

“In 1990, the Federal Clean Air Act was amended in an effort to greatly reduce air 
pollution. As a result, the Environmental Protection Agency devised a set of 
emissions standards to minimize the amount of hazardous air pollutants released 
by motor vehicles. This means your car may have to undergo periodic testing to 
ensure it’s within EPA standards and is limiting its negative impact on the 
environment.”

nationwide



How are transportation emissions calculated?

carthrottle.com

Urban cycle test:



How are transportation emissions calculated?

CBO

Bottom up method:



The need to reduce transportation emissions

IPCC projections for different warming scenarios 
show the need for a reduction in how much 
carbon is emitted by transportation methods.



Reducing emissions from transportation

● Reduce amount of miles traveled
● Convert from high emissions forms of travel to low (aviation or single-person 

driving to land transport and public transportation)
● Lower emissions of fossil fuel-burning vehicles
● Switch to electric vehicles (with clean power grids)



E-bikes and scooters as alternatives to cars



E-bikes and scooters as alternatives to walking...



Increasing fuel efficiency: car size

FHA



How different electric vehicles increase fuel efficiency

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fIvnKKPERZk


Electric vehicle adoption

The switch to EVs is expected to 
avoid the use of over 5 million 
barrels of oil a day by 2030



Policies can encourage EV adoption



Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)

Life Cycle Analysis refers to the process calculating emissions for a product based 
on the full supply, production, and disposal chain.



Life Cycle Analysis of Electric vs Gas Cars



What powers the grid matters



Reinforcement Learning



Framing the problem
When using reinforcement learning to solve a control problem, the aim is to 
develop a policy that controls an agent to maximize reward. 

The policy is a function that takes in a state observation and produces an action.

https://www.mathworks.com/company/newsletters/articles/reinforcement-learning-a-brief-guide.html 

https://www.mathworks.com/company/newsletters/articles/reinforcement-learning-a-brief-guide.html


RL example

Agent = person

State = coordinates, walls, reward

Reward = star

Actions = up,down,left,right

Policy = what action to take when in a certain state



Reinforcement learning is hard because of...

● Sparse feedback
● Long-term dependencies
● Complex observations
● Complex action spaces
● Uncertainty in the world
● Data needs



RL can be data intensive

RL agents can make a lot of mistakes while learning and need many iterations

They can also find unexpected solutions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hx_bgoTF7bs&t=87


How does RL work?

How do we decide the policy? That is, 
how do we learn how produce an action 
given a state observation?



RL concepts

There are many algorithms in RL for building a good policy



Let’s look at Q-learning and DQN

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEGAMppyWkQ&t=92


Distribution shifts: a problem in RL (and all machine 
learning)

Whenever your model is run on data 
that deviates from what it was trained 
on (a “distribution shift”), its 
performance may suffer.

This is why we use various forms of 
validation to test for generalization 
performance. 



Distribution shifts: a problem in RL (and all machine 
learning)

In RL, many different aspects of the 
data and its relationships can change, 
including:

-the statistics of the environment

-how actions impact the environment

-how the environment is observed

-what a reliable predictor of reward is

-reward magnitudes



Benchmarks
Much research in machine learning is centered around benchmarks: well-defined 
tasks and datasets that anyone can train a model on. People aim to be the best on 
the “scoreboard”. This spurs research and offers direct comparisons across 
approaches.

Well-known example: ImageNet



For you reading

The paper introduces 2 benchmarks: one on EV charging and one on the 
electricity markets. You only need to focus on the EV charging work. (Note: a more 
recent version of the paper has more RL tasks, if you want to consider it for your 
project)

A “pilot signal” sets the amount of electric current going into the car. 



Exam recap

Grade Distribution


